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Purpose: To demonstrate that high-dimensional voxel-to-voxel transformations, derived from continuum me-
chanics models of the underlying pelvic tissues, can be used to register computed tomography (CT) serial
examinations into a single anatomic frame of reference for cumulative dose calculations.
Methods and Materials: Three patients with locally advanced cervix cancer were treated with CT-compatible
intracavitary (ICT) applicators. Each patient underwent five volumetric CT examinations: before initiating
treatment, and immediately before and after the first and second ICT insertions, respectively. Each serial
examination was rigidly registered to the patient’s first ICT examination by aligning the bony anatomy. Detailed
nonrigid alignment for organs (or targets) of interest was subsequently achieved by deforming the CT exams as
a viscous-fluid, described by the Navier-Stokes equation, until the coincidence with the corresponding targets on
CT image was maximized. In cases where ICT insertion induced very large and topologically complex rear-
rangements of pelvic organs, e.g., extreme uterine canal reorientation following tandem insertion, a viscous-
fluid-landmark transformation was used to produce an initial registration.
Results: For all three patients, reasonable registrations for organs (or targets) of interest were achieved.
Fluid-landmark initialization was required in 4 of the 11 registrations. Relative to the best rigid bony landmark
alignment, the viscous-fluid registration resulted in average soft-tissue displacements from 2.8 to 28.1 mm, and
improved organ coincidence from the range of 5.2% to 72.2% to the range of 90.6% to 100%. Compared to the
viscous-fluid transformation, global registration of bony anatomy mismatched 5% or more of the contoured
organ volumes by 15–25 mm.
Conclusion: Pelvic soft-tissue structures undergo large deformations and displacements during the external-
beam and multiple-ICT course of radiation therapy for locally advanced cervix cancer. These changes cannot be
modeled by the conventional rigid landmark transformation method. In the current study, we found that the
deformable anatomic template registration method, based on continuum-mechanics models of deformation,
successfully described these large anatomic shape changes before and after ICT. These promising modeling
results indicate that realistic registration of the cumulative dose distribution to the organs (or targets) of interest
for radiation therapy of cervical cancers is achievable. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc.

Internal organ motion, Image registration, Cervix cancer, Continuum mechanical registration, Brachytherapy.

INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy is an effective treatment modality for
carcinoma of the cervix, with 5-year survivals ranging from
approximately 60% for FIGO Stage IIB to 10% for Stage
IVB (1). In most clinical systems, most of the central dose
is delivered by means of intracavitary brachytherapy (ICT)
(2, 3). Although many massive tumors are cured by radia-
tion therapy alone, local recurrence rates for Stage IB to

IIIB radiotherapy-alone patients ranges from 2% to 40%
(4–6). While metastatic disease is a significant cause of
mortality for these patients, achieving local control for
locally advanced lesions remains a problem. Even with the
addition of concomitant chemotherapy, the locoregional
failure rate in the presence of bulky tumors remains signif-
icant (7), indicating the imminent need for further improve-
ment. In addition, definitive radiation therapy, with or with-
out concurrent chemotherapy, results in significant grade
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III/IV normal-tissue complication rates (10%-30% [7–10]).
The combination of potential radiocurability of locally ad-
vanced lesions, high local failure rates, and high rates of late
normal-tissue complications suggests that physical optimi-
zation of radiation therapy to the pelvis may eventually
improve the therapeutic outcome.

The potential for improving local control using currently
available planning and dose specification methods is lim-
ited. Because computed tomography (CT) or magnetic res-
onance (MR) imaging has not been used to guide ICT
applicator insertion and dose specification, localization of
conventional reference points (Point A and bladder/rectal
reference points [11]) neglects the complex three-dimen-
sional (3D) spatial arrangement of pelvic organs. Several
small studies comparing single-insertion dose calculations
based on 3D anatomy derived from CT imaging, which are
based upon conventional orthogonal film-based planning,
show that conventional reference points, on average, over-
estimate minimum doses to the cervix by 67% (range 11–
100%) (12) and underestimate maximum doses to critical
structures by factors of 1.9–2.3 (12–15). It is not surprising
that dose-response data based on orthogonal film-based
dosimetry are often contradictory, with some studies indi-
cating no dependence or a very weak dependence of com-
plication or recurrence rates upon reference-point doses
(8, 9).

Despite the evident potential for image-based ICT dose

planning to improve the correlation between dose specifi-
cation and clinical outcome, such applications of 3D imag-
ing have been limited due to the difficulty of registering
serial-imaging studies. For example, insertion of intracavi-
tary applicators can dramatically alter the geometry of nor-
mal tissues and target tumor structures (See Fig. 1). In
addition, because of tumor regression during the course of
irradiation and variability in implant insertion and packing
techniques, the bladder and rectum are likely to differ in
shape and location relative to the applicators from insertion-
to-insertion. However, to meaningfully predict a patient’s
response to a course of treatment, the cumulative physical or
biologic dose at each tissue voxel in each organ system at
risk must be specified. This requires voxel-to-voxel regis-
tration of serial CT or MR imaging studies with and without
implant applicators. By quantifying applicator displace-
ments from one insertion to the next, relative to bony
anatomy visualized on orthogonal radiographs, we have
found that linear shifts can be as large as 26 mm (16, 17).
Such shifts were associated with differences in reference
point doses ranging from 33% to 88% (16, 18). Given the
8–15%/mm dose gradients around intracavitary implants,
image-based dose optimization and planning are destined to
fail, without rigorously accounting for the variable displace-
ments of normal tissue structures during radiotherapy treat-
ment. We believe that inability to address the problem of
normal tissue registration from one imaging study to the

Fig. 1. Midline sagittal reconstruction of studies A, C, and E (columns 1–3, respectively) for patient 1 (lower row) and
patient 3 (upper row). The images illustrate the binary masks used represent the contoured anatomical structures.
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next is the main reason that so little progress has been made
in applying imaging-based treatment planning to radiation
therapy for cervix cancer.

To solve the serial image registration problem associated
with multiple-insertion courses of ICT and external-beam
therapy, we have used a deformable image-mapping tech-
nique to map serial CT images, each representing one com-
ponent of the treatment course, to each other (19). This
approach uses continuum mechanics to model the nonrigid
deformation of normal structures on one CT study relative
to another, resulting in a high-dimensional voxel-to-voxel
transformation to bring two imaging studies into registra-
tion. This technique, which we call the “viscous-fluid trans-
formation algorithm,” has been successfully implemented in
neuroimaging (20). In contrast, previous work in image
registration for radiation oncology treatment planning is
largely limited to use of rigid-body or affine transformations
to map each voxel of the first imaging study to its corre-
sponding location in the second (21, 22). Whereas this
approach accounts for global parameters (translation, rota-
tion, scaling, etc.), it assumes that the matching anatomic
structures are nondeformable and cannot be displaced from
their relative positions from one another. We will show that
this approach cannot account for the highly local and vari-
able tissue displacements encountered in brachytherapy.
The viscous-fluid transformation method (19) can accom-
modate the complex and highly localized spatial variability
in interstudy voxel-to-voxel correspondence (19). Our ap-
proach (23) minimizes incorrect registration by using a
coarse, low-dimensional registration to provide initial con-
ditions for subsequent fine, high-dimensional registration.
Precursors to our approach include Bookstein (24), who
introduced landmark-based thin-plate spline image registra-
tion, and Bajcsy (25), who first modeled image-to-image
registration as the deformation of a linear elastic solid.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Patient material
A prospective nonrandomized clinical study of image-

based treatment planning for definitive radiotherapy of lo-
cally advanced cervix carcinoma was initiated in 1999.
Patients had histologically proven carcinoma of the uterine
cervix (bulky Stage IB, IIB, or IIIB) and had been pre-
scribed our standard radiotherapy regimen (26) for surgi-
cally-intact tumors (20 Gy to whole-pelvic fields, 30 Gy
split-field, two low-dose-rate ICT, insertions each deliver-
ing 32.5 Gy to Point A, followed by 11 Gy from pelvic-
sidewall boost fields). Patient subjects agreed to participate
in five additional CT imaging studies as follows: study A,
before initiating external beam therapy; studies B and C,
immediately before and after the first intracavitary insertion;
and studies D and E, immediately before and after the
second insertion. CT imaging was performed on a spiral CT
scanner PQ-2000 CT simulator (Marconi Medical Systems,
Inc., Highland Heights, OH), using 3-mm-thick slices
spaced at 3-mm intervals. The 5123 512 images had an

in-plane resolution of 0.93 0.9 mm. Three hundred mL of
oral contrast was administered 30–45 min before scanning.
To visualize the posterior vaginal wall and the bladder neck,
a dilute solution of iodated contrast material was used for
saturating the packing material and inflating the Foley cath-
eter bulb. CT-compatible Fletcher-Suit applicators (27),
consisting of aluminum tandems and colpostat bodies with
afterloading tungsten shields, were used to obtain artifact-
free images. The vagina, uterus, cervix, rectum, colon,
bladder, and small bowel were manually contoured on each
CT-slice image set by the project’s participating dosimetrist
(K.N.), using a virtual simultion workstation VoxelQ (Mar-
coni Medical Systems, Inc.) associated with the CT scanner.
These manual segmentations were then reviewed and cor-
rected by a radiologist (T.B.) and radiation oncologist
(K.S.C.).

In this study, we report on the first three patients accrued
to our study. Patients 1 and 2 both had Stage IIIB disease
and were treated with a tandem and Delclos mini-colpostats
during the first insertion, and with a tandem and vaginal
cylinder during the second insertion. Patient 3, who had
Stage IIB disease, was treated with Fletcher colpostats and
tandem during both insertions. Figure 1 illustrates the im-
ages (Studies A, C, and E) acquired for patients 1 and 3
before initiating therapy and immediately after the first and
second ICT insertions.

Problem statement
Using five CT examinations (A-E) and associated manual

segmentations, we aimed to track the soft-tissue deforma-
tion of the bladder, sigmoid/rectum, and uterus/vagina over
the course of the treatment, for the purpose of computing the
cumulative radiation dose administered to each of these
structures. Each imaging study, including the manually-
contoured structures, can be described as a multimodality
image set:

TWi~xW! 5 3
Ti1~xW!

Ti2~xW!

Ti3~xW!

Ti4~xW!
4 5 3

Gray scale CT image of study i

Bladder binary mask of study i

Vagina/uterus binary mask of study i

Rectum binary mask of study i
4

(1)

for i [ { A,B,C,D,E} and xW [ V 5 [0,1]3. The subimages
Ti2(xW),Ti3(xW), Ti4(xW) describe manually-contoured structures
in terms of binary mask images, i.e.,Tik(xW) 5 1 if xW is in or
on the contoured structure, and zero otherwise. The subim-
age Ti1(xW) describes the anatomy in terms of gray-scale
intensity at each locationxW lying outside the binary masks.
Ti1(xW) is equal to the CT Hounsfield number ifxW lies outside
the binary masks, or zero ifxW lies within one of the binary
masks. The CT intensities are masked by the segmentations
in this manner to force the algorithm to match contoured
boundaries rather than gray-scale anatomy within.

In the case of registering binary images, the gradient of
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the intensity cost function is nonzero only at the boundary
of the objects; therefore, matching the intensities has the
effect of matching the contours of the objects.

This makes it possible to match serial CT studies con-
taining different objects such as:

1. ICT applicators present on some, but not all studies.
2. CT studies showing different types of applicators.
3. CT studies with variable rectal or bladder contents.
4. CT studies exhibiting varying degrees of contrast en-

hancement.

Associated with each studyTW i(xW) is an ICT insertion or
series of external-beam fractions described by a 3D dose
matrix, Di(xW), i [ { A,B,C,D,E}, in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the study. To compute the cumulative dose
matrix, the dose matrices must be mapped into a common
coordinate system. This is accomplished by estimating the
vector-valued transformationshW ij :V 3 V, i , j [ { A,B,
C,D,E} that define the pointwise correspondence between
the images in studyi and those in studyj as a function of the
coordinate system of studyj. Given these transformations,
the cumulative dose distribution is computed in the coordi-
nate system of study C by the formula

DTotal~xW! 5 DC~xW! 1 O
i[{A,B,D,E}

Di~hW iC~xW!!. (2)

The process of deforming an image T into one-to-one cor-
respondence with a target image S is illustrated in Fig. 2 and
can be described as follows. The target image S corresponds
to study C, and the template image T corresponds to one of
the other studies A, B, D, or E. For each voxel located atxW
in study S, the transformationxW9 5 hWTS(xW) gives the coor-
dinatesxW9 in the study T coordinate system of the corre-
sponding voxel of tissue. It defines the pointwise correspon-

dence between an image T and another image S as a
function of the coordinate system of image S. As illustrated
by Fig. 2, insertion of the ICT applicator causes a primary
deformation of the vagina and uterus that in turn causes
secondary deformations of the surrounding soft-tissue struc-
tures, such as the bladder and rectum, transforming the
image T into S. The transformationxW9 5 hWTS(xW) is used to
transform image T into the shape of image S by mapping the
intensity of image T located atxW9 to its corresponding
locationxW in the coordinate system of S.

The desired transformationshW iC for i [ { A,B,C,D,E} are
estimated by minimizing the squared error difference be-
tween the templateTW i(xW) , (the one being deformed) and the
targetTWC(xW) , as described by the cost function

C~hW iC! 5 O
k51

4

ak z E
V

uTik~hW iC~xW!! 2 TCk~xW!)u2dxW (3)

where the weighting constantsak define the relative impor-
tance of each image modality. The cost function must be
minimized, subject to additional mathematical constraints,
to ensure thathW iC is a mathematically meaningful mapping.
Although many models are available to constrain the trans-
formation hW iC consistent with this requirement, a viscous-
fluid model (19) was used to constrain the set of allowable
transformations used to minimize Eq. 3, due to the large
distance, nonlinear deformations of the anatomy in this
application.

Image preparation and overall method
The overall procedure used to process the CT data sets is

outlined in Fig. 3. The first step is to manually segment the
soft-tissue structures of interest in each CT data set, as

Fig. 2. Example of registering template image T to the target image S using the transformation xW 5 hWTS(tW). Image
T(hWTS(tW)) is the transformation of image T by the transformation hW

TS to look like image S.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of registration method.
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previously described. The contoured structures are con-
verted to smooth 3D binary masks as described below.
Then, each data set is rigidly aligned to the coordinate
system of study C by rigidly aligning the pelvic bones. The
rigidly-aligned data sets are then nonrigidly aligned to the
coordinate system of study C, using a volumetric viscous-
fluid algorithm. In some cases, the soft-tissue deformation
from one study to the next is so great that the rigid regis-
tration does not provide a good initial registration for the
volumetric viscous-fluid algorithm. In these cases, a semi-
automatic viscous-fluid-landmark image registration (28) is
performed to provide an initial nonrigid registration of the
soft-tissue structures before the automatic volumetric image
registration algorithm is applied.

Following manual segmentation, additional image pre-
processing was performed using a commercial image pro-
cessing and visualization software package, ANALYZE
(AnalyzeDirect.com Inc., Lenexa, KS), as follows:

1. The image intensity was converted from 16- to 8-bit
data, using an 800–1,200 intensity window.

2. The pelvic bone was segmented using a threshold of 212
and was manually edited as needed.

3. Each 3D image (A, B, D, and E) was rigidly registered to
the target image C by matching the surface of the pelvic
bone segmentation using the surface-match algorithm
(29) implemented in ANALYZE. The intensities in the
reformatted image were computed using trilinear inter-
polation.

4. Each stack of manually-segmented contours was con-
verted to a binary-valued volume by filling in the con-
tours.

5. Each template anatomic structure, represented by its
binary volume, was transformed into the coordinate sys-
tem of image C using the rigid registration found above,
using nearest-neighbor interpolation.

6. The binary volumes were smoothed using a first-order
Butterworth lowpass filter (5123 512 image with cutoff
frequency 24) and converted back to a binary image by
thresholding, such that the original volume of the struc-
ture was maintained (30).

7. The images were cropped to a 1923 192 3 64-voxel
region of interest that contained the rectum, uterus, va-
gina, and bladder.

Volumetric viscous-fluid registration technique
The studies A, B, D, and E were nonrigidly registered to

the coordinate system of study C, using the volumetric
viscous-fluid image registration technique (19). The vis-
cous-fluid continuum mechanical model allows the shape of
the template study to be nonrigidly registered to the shape of
a target data set, while maintaining the topology of the
deforming structures even during the large nonlinear defor-
mations characteristic of ICT insertion. Because continuum
mechanical models such as linear elasticity and thin-plate
splines are linearized models containing a small deforma-
tion assumption (19), they are not well suited for this

application (19). Transformations derived from the viscous-
fluid model are diffeomorphic; for example, are continuous,
one-to-one, onto, and differentiable. The viscous-fluid algo-
rithm is an iterative algorithm and has the property that it
does not penalize solutions involving large deformations.
The viscous-fluid model is derived from Newtonian me-
chanics on the assumption that the restoring force is pro-
portional to the velocity of the transformation. In contrast,
the elastic deformation model assumes that the restoring
force is proporportional to linear deformation, similar to a
compressed or deformed spring. Thus, large displacements
of a voxel from its original position are penalized (19), often
preventing an image from fully being transformed into the
shape of a target image.

The time-dependent viscous-fluid flow model is de-
scribed by a modified Navier-Stokes equation (19):

m¹2 vW iC~xW,t! 1 ~l 1 m!¹W ~¹W z vW iC~xW,T!!

1 bW ~xW,hW iC~xW,t!! 5 0 (4)

where m and l are viscosity constants,vW iC(xW,t) , is the
velocity of deforming templatei [ { A,B,D,E} into target C
at locationxW and timet, andbW (xW,hW iC(xW,t)) is the body force
at locationxW and timet used to deform the template. Al-
though the body force termbW (xW,hW iC(xW,t)) in Eq. 4 is a
function of time, it is assumed that it is constant when
solving forvW iC(xW,t) at a fixed timet. The body force term is
the Gateaux differential (31) of the multimodality cost func-
tion in Eq. 3 and is given by

bW ~xW,hW iC~xW,t!! 5 2O
k51

4

ak z ~Ti~hW iC~xW,t!! 2 TC~xW!! z ¹W TiuhW
iC

~ xW,t! .

(5)

At each spatial locationxW, bW (xW,hW iC(xW,t)) applies a directed
force to the templateTW i(xW), such that it deforms into the
shape of the target studyTW C(xW) to minimize the cost func-
tion given in Eq. 3. In Eq. 5, when the deformed template
TW i(hW iC(xW,t)) has fully deformed into the shape of the target
studyTWC(xW), the body forcebW (xW,hW iC(xW,t)) is equal to zero,
i.e.,Ti(hW iC(xW,t)) 2 TC(xW) 5 0 . The velocityvW iC(xW,t) of the
deforming template described by Eq. 4 is zero for this
condition because the body force is equal to zero, causing
the algorithm to stop.

To simplify the presentation, we will temporarily
drop the iC subscripts on the velocity and displace-
ment variables. The deformation velocityvW(xW,t) of the tem-
plate at timet is related to the time varying transformation
h(xW,t) 5 xW 1 uW (xW,t) by the total derivative of the displace-

ment fielduW (xW,t), given by the formulavW~xW,t! 5
duW~xW,t!

dt

5
uW~xW,t!

t
1 (n51

3 vn~xW,t!
uW~xW,t!

xn
. Discretizing this expres-

sion in time gives the Euler update equation
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uW ~xW,t 1 d! 5 uW ~xW,t! 1 dvW~xW,t! 2 d O
n51

3

nn~xW,t!
uW ~xW,t!

 xn

(6)

that is used to relate the velocity of deformation to the
displacement of deformation over ad increment of time.
The subscripts in Eq. 6 correspond to thenth vector com-
ponent of the vectorsv andx, respectively.

The volumetric fluid registration algorithm is summa-
rized as follows. At timet 5 0, the displacement field
uW iC(xW,0) is initialized to zero and the body force is computed
using Eq. 5. Equation 4 is solved for the velocity at timet 5
0 using Fast Fourier Transforms (32). Equation 6, repre-
senting the Euler integration step, is used to solve for the
displacement field at timet 5 t 1 d. The steps of computing
the body force, solving for the instantaneous velocity, and
computing the Euler integration are repeated for a fixed
number of time steps or until the body force term falls
below a threshold. A more detailed discussion of the algo-
rithm is given in Christensenet al. (19). The volumetric
fluid algorithm took approximately 4.5 h to run on an SGI
Origin2, using one 195-MHz R10000 processor for 400
iterations and 1923 192 3 64-voxel image volume. The
viscosity parameters used in Eq. 4 werem 5 1 andl 5 1,
the weights in Eq. 5 wereak 5 1, the initial time step used
in Eq. 6 wasd 5 1025, and the template propagation
threshold was set to a Jacobian value of 0.5 (19). The
viscosity parameters were selected manually. Future studies
should be done to determine the effect of these parameters.
In our limited experience, changing the ratio of these pa-
rameters seems to have little effect on the results.

Fluid-landmark registration technique
Often, rigid registration of the pelvic bone so poorly

matches the soft-tissue structures, that it does not provide
adequate initial conditions for the volumetric viscous-fluid
algorithm. In these cases, a nonrigid registration is required
to partially align the soft-tissue structures before the volu-
metric fluid registration algorithm can be applied. In this
work, a fluid-landmark image registration algorithm (28,
33–35) was used instead of a standard thin-plate spline or

linear-elastic landmark registration, because of the need to
occasionally accommodate nonlinear deformations. The flu-
id-landmark image registration algorithm is similar to the
volumetric fluid algorithm previously described, in that it
uses the same mechanical model. However, the correspon-
dence between images is defined by a set of corresponding
landmarks instead of by a difference of intensities cost
function.

The fluid-landmark algorithm requires substantially
fewer parameters to describe the transformation than the
volumetric viscous-fluid algorithm. The smaller number of
parameters in the landmark case makes it possible to solve
the Navier-Stokes equation in all four dimensions (three
spatial dimensions and one time dimension) simultaneously.
This approach is not practical for the full volumetric
method, due its large memory and computing-time require-
ments, requiring us to approximate the 4D solution with a
3D spatial solution combined with Euler integration in the
time dimension. The drawback of approximating the 4D
solution with a 3D solution is that the final registration may
contain some spatial distortion. Because these distortions
grow with the extent of the deformation, we hypothesize
that their effect can be diminished by using the full 4D
fluid-landmark solution to provide improved initial condi-
tions for the full volumetric Navier-Stokes algorithm.

The fluid-landmark algorithm registers a template image
to a target image by matching a set ofN corresponding
landmarks defined in the template and target coordinate
systems (see Fig. 4). Let the template landmark set be
denoted asI0 [ { yWn} n51

N ,V and the corresponding land-
mark set in the target image asI1[{ xWn} n51

N ,V. . The time
interval over which the fluid-landmark algorithm is mini-
mized is assumed to be [0,1].

The landmark-matching algorithm estimates the Lagrang-
ian transformationf

W
ij from coordinate systemi to coordi-

nates systemj in contrast to the Eulerian transformationhW ij

from coordinate systemi to coordinate systemj. The final
Lagrangian transformationxW 5 fW ij (yW,1) and the final Eu-
lerian transformationyW 5 hW ij (xW,1) are equivalent represen-
tations because they are inverses of one another. The La-
grangian transformation is defined to be the identity

Fig. 4. The fluid-landmark registration of study A to study C for patient 2. The landmarks used for this transformation
were labeled in the midsagittal plane of study A and study C, and are shown in panels (a) and (c). The resulting 2D
transformation from A to C is shown in panel (b). Panel (d) shows this transformation applied to a rectangular grid.
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mappingfW ij (yW,0) 5 yW at time t 5 0 and is defined to map
landmarkyWn to landmarkxWn at timet 5 1, i.e.,fW ij (yWn,1) 5
xWn for n [ {1, . . . , N}.

The Lagrangian transformation is related to the Eulerian
velocity field vW ij (xW,t) by the formula

fW ij~xW,t! 5 xW 1 E
0

vW ij~fW ij~xW,s!,s!ds. (7)

The optimal fluid-landmark transformation from coordinate
systemi to j is defined as the one that minimizes the cost
function

C~vW ij~xW,t!! 5 E
0

1E
V

iLvW ij~xW,t!i2dxWdt

1 O
n51

N

bnixWn 2 fW ij~yWn,1!i2 (8)

whereL 5 diag (2¹W 2 1 c) is a diagonal 33 3 Laplacian
operator differentiating in space andc is a constant. The first
term of the cost function penalizes large gradients of the
velocity fieldvW ij (xW,t) over space and time, thereby ensuring
thatfW ij (yW,t) is a smooth transformation, as defined by Eq. 7.
The second term of the cost function forces the algorithm to
match the landmarks so thatfW ij (yWn,1) 5 xWn at the final
instant of time. The constantsbn are weights that balance
the smoothness of the velocity field with the need to enforce
correspondence of each landmark in the final transforma-
tion. Normally, all of thebn coefficients are set to the same
value.

As shown by Joshiet al. (28, 33–35), the cost function
defined in Eq. 8 only needs to be minimized for theN
landmark trajectories

F~t! 5 @fW ij~yW1,t)fW ij~yW2,t!, . . . , fW ij~yWN,t!#† (9)

instead offW ij (yW,t) at all pointsyW [ V and timet [ [0,1].
The landmark trajectoryfW ij (yWk,t) describes the spatial po-
sition inV at timet of the landmark that originated from the
point yWk at time t 5 0. This greatly reduces the dimension-
ality of the problem. The fluid-landmark transformationxW 5
fW ij (yW,1) for all yW [ V is computed from the landmark
trajectories using the procedure outlined in Appendix A.

Selection of landmarks on 3D surfaces identifying corre-
sponding points on the boundaries of smooth objects is a
difficult task. To simplify this problem, selection of corre-
sponding landmark points between the two 3D images was
limited to the 2D midsagittal contours of the vagina, uterus,
and bladder. This 2D implementation of the fluid-landmark
algorithm assumes that these organs are symmetric about
the midsagittal plane. The resultant 2D transformation,
strictly applicable only to the midplane sagittal slice, was
assumed to apply to all parasagittal slices, effectively cre-

ating a 3D transformation. While both selection of corre-
sponding points and replicating the 2D midsagittal transfor-
mations introduce large errors, their influence is minimized
because this registration is used only as an initial condition
for the full 3D volumetric fluid image registration.

The fluid-landmark algorithm took less than 1 minute to
compute a 1923 64-pixel transformation on an SGI Ori-
gin2 using one 195-MHz R10000 processor for 13 land-
marks, 8 discrete time points, and 500 iterations of gradient
descent. The parameters used were 0.1 for the gradient
descent step size, andc 5 6.25 3 1026. The 2D transfor-
mation was extended to a 1923 192 3 64-voxel 3D
transformation by replicating the 2D transformation for
each sagittal plane in the region of interest.

Study endpoints
Several endpoints were used to evaluate each of the 12

transformations (mapping studies A, B, D, and E to study C
for patients 1–3). First, 2D sagittal and transverse slices
through the 3D-image volumes of the template, the de-
formed template, and the target study were visually com-
pared. More quantitatively, the coincidence, or overlap,
between the registered organs from studies A, B, D, and E
and the corresponding organs in study C was evaluated.
This was computed using the coincidence index, CI defined
as

CI~i ,k! 5

E
V

Tik~hiC~xW!!TCk~xW!dxW

E
V

max$Tik~hiC~xW!!,TCk~xW!%dxW

(10)

for all studies i [ { A,B,C,D,E} and object masksk [
{2,3,4}. CI is zero for completely disjoint structures, and
unity for structures that exactly coincide. The increased CI
for viscous-fluid deformation relative to that derived from
the best rigid alignment of bony anatomy quantifies the
benefit of locally deformable image registration. In addition,
linear displacement of each tissue voxel from its position
defined by rigid bony alignment due to use of the viscous-
fluid 3D algorithm was calculated. For each contoured or-
gan, the frequency distribution of voxel displacements was
calculated and plotted and the mean voxel displacement
calculated. These endpoints estimate the influence of local
deformation in this application, or equivalently, the geomet-
ric error due to approximating organ shift by the conven-
tional global transformation method.

RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 show the registration results for the 3D
CT volumes at the midsagittal slice for the first two patients.
The left column shows the template studies A, B, D, and E,
in rows 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, while the third column
shows the target study C (each panel in column three are
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identical). The second column shows the midsagittal slice
(A, B, D, and E in rows 1–4) deformed by the appropriate
3D transformationhW iC so as to be in voxel-to-voxel regis-
tration with study C. Notice that the transformed binary
masks shown in the second column look nearly identical to
those in the third column, indicating a good registration of
the data sets. The fourth column shows the transformation
applied to a rectangular grid at the level of the midsagittal
slice. These grids visualize how each template data set was

transformed into the shape of the target data set at the level
of the midsagittal plane. These grids approximate the effect
of the 3D transformation at this slice, because most of the
soft-tissue deformation is symmetric about the midsagittal
plane. The grids show that the anatomy was smoothly
deformed into the shape of the target data set study C. The
grids also show that the transformations are continuous and
one-to-one, because the grid lines do not cross one another.

Due to the large shape difference between the bladder

Fig. 5. Results from the four, 3D viscous-fluid image registrations computed for patient 1. Row 1 shows the midsagittal
CT slices from the registration of study A to study C: (a) study A, (b) study A transformed to shape of study C, (c) study
C, (d) A-to-C transformation applied to a rectangular grid. The rectum (yellow), vagina/uterus (blue), and bladder (red)
binary masks used to generate the transformations are shown superimposed on the CT data. The deformed grid was
computed using the displacement fields tangent to the midsagittal plane, ignoring the displacement normal to the
midsagittal plane. Rows 2, 3, and 4 show the same information as row 1 for the registration of B-to-C, D-to-C, and
E-to-C, respectively.
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volume contents in study A and C for patient 2, the viscous-
fluid-landmark registration was used to provide an initial
nonrigid registration before applying the volumetric vis-
cous-fluid algorithm. Figure 3 shows the midsagittal slice
from study A and C, along with the 14 landmark points (see
green dots) used to define the viscous-fluid-landmark trans-
form. The second panel of Fig. 3 illustrates application of
the 2D fluid-landmark transformation to the sagittal cross-
section of study A, while the fourth panel shows its effect on
a rectangular grid. This 2D transformation was applied to
each sagittal slice of study A, producing a 3D transforma-
tion. The landmark-transformed study A image was then
further deformed to match target study C by the volumetric
fluid algorithm. The transformations produced by the vis-

cous-fluid-landmark and volumetric algorithms were con-
catenated together to produce the final nonrigid transforma-
tion used to transform study A to C, as shown in panels (b)
and (d) of Fig. 5.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the midsagittal registration
results of studies A, B, and E to study C, respectively, for
patient 3. To successfully register patient 3’s soft-tissue
structures required two transformations, due to the large
deflection of the vagina and uterus in study C. One trans-
formation, consisting of 2D landmark transformation fol-
lowed by the 3D viscous-fluid transformation using only the
bladder binary mask, was used to track the deformation of
the bladder (top row of each figure) and independently using
the same procedure to track the deformation of the vagina,

Fig. 6. Results from the four, 3D viscous-fluid image registrations computed for patient 2. See the caption of Fig. 5 for
the description of the panels.
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Fig. 7. A-to-C transformations for patient 3. Row 1 shows the midsagittal slices from the 3D A-to-C registration
generated by matching bladder binary mask (red) only. Row 2 shows the midsagittal slices from the 3D A-to-C
registration generated from matching the rectum (yellow) and vagina/cervix (blue) binary masks. These results were
generated using the fluid-landmark initialization followed by volumetric fluid registration. The fluid-landmark algorithm
used 5 landmarks identified along the midsagittal contour of the bladder and 10 landmarks identified along the
midsagittal contour of the vagina/uterus. (a) Study A CT and bladder mask, (b) bladder mask A transformed with A-to-C
transformation superimposed on CT from study C, (c) study C CT and bladder mask, (d) A-to-C transformation applied
to a rectangular grid. Panels (e–h) are defined similarly.

Fig. 8. B-to-C transformations for patient 3. See caption of Fig. 7 for a description of the panels. The fluid-landmark
algorithm used 6 landmarks identified along the midsagittal contour of the bladder and 13 landmarks identified along
the midsagittal contour of the vagina/uterus.
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uterus, and rectum. This resulted in different transforma-
tions for the two sets of organs because the independent
landmark transformations defined different initial condi-
tions for the 3D viscous-fluid transform. This is required
because the continuous nature of the viscous-fluid model is
not well suited to modeling deformations involving separa-
tion of organs (e.g., uterus and bladder) sharing a common
border in the template image but not in the target image (see
Fig. 7). The gray-scale CT image intensity data outside the
contoured structures were not used to compute any of the
transformations for patient 3.

In all cases, the transformed binary masks shown in the
second column of Figs. 4 through 9 look nearly identical to
the binary masks in the third column. This observation can
be made quantitative for the 3D segmentations using the
coincidence index (See Table 1). The low coincidence in-
dices associated with the rigid registration demonstrate that

alignment of the data sets using only the pelvic bones does
not give a satisfactory registration of the data sets. On the
other hand, the coincidence indices that are nearly equal to
one for the fluid registrations demonstrate that the viscous-
fluid model is able to accommodate the nonrigid soft-tissue
deformation associated with ICT brachytherapy.

Table 2 provides the mean linear voxel displacement
relative to the pelvic bone rigid image registration. This
table demonstrates that the average motion of a particle of
the bladder, rectum, and uterus/vagina moved from 2.8 to
28.1 mm for the three patients used in this study. As
expected, the uterus/vagina moves the most, on average.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show normalized histograms of
voxel displacement relative to their positions defined by
rigid bony alignment for the bladder, rectum, uterus/
vagina, and the uncontoured anatomy for the experi-
ments. In all cases, the histogram demonstrates that voxel

Fig. 9. E-to-C transformations for patient 3. See caption of Fig. 7 for a description of the panels.

Table 1. Coincidence index after rigid and fluid alignment

Patient Registration

Bladder Rectum Uterus/Vagina

Rigid alignment Fluid alignment Rigid alignment Fluid alignment Rigid alignment Fluid alignment

1 A to C 0.581 0.991 0.416 0.989 0.498 0.997
B to C 0.722 0.998 0.443 0.980 0.702 0.999
D to C 0.646 0.990 0.379 0.983 0.590 0.996
E to C 0.507 0.997 0.533 0.999 0.642 0.997

2 A to C 0.160 0.998 0.216 0.990 0.338 0.991
B to C 0.525 0.997 0.102 0.988 0.352 0.971
D to C 0.426 0.996 0.109 0.951 0.263 0.906
E to C 0.460 0.997 0.482 0.999 0.576 0.998

3 A to C 0.420 0.997 0.052 0.813 0.366 0.998
B to C 0.428 0.997 0.121 0.991 0.246 0.997
D to C N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
E to C 0.661 1.000 0.276 0.992 0.510 0.998
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displacement is highly variable, with the most probable
displacement centered about the average displacement.
Voxels are relatively stationary near the vaginal introitus
and anus and move more freely near the uterine fundus.
These histograms show that the distributions of displace-
ments in the bladder, rectum, and uterus/vagina are broad
and are not well characterized by a single rigid registra-
tion. These histograms also suggest that there is rela-
tively little motion of the uncontoured anatomy. One
reason for this is that the CT images do not contain
sufficient information about the uncontoured soft-tissue
structures, such as the small bowel, to adequately assess
coincidence. The apparent large displacement of the un-
contoured anatomy in studies A–C in patient 2 is due to
the fluid-landmark initialization. In this case, the sur-

Table 2. Mean linear voxel displacement relative to the best
rigid alignment

Patient Registration

Mean voxel displacement (mm)

Uncontoured
anatomy Bladder Rectum

Uterus/
Vagina

1 A to C 1.6 5.1 5.0 6.1
B to C 0.5 2.8 4.4 2.9
D to C 0.9 3.9 5.0 4.0
E to C 0.8 5.4 4.1 3.6

2 A to C 12.7 28.1 8.0 13.1
B to C 0.8 3.5 10.5 6.7
D to C 0.8 5.1 9.3 7.7
E to C 0.5 3.5 3.1 3.8

3 A to C N/A 15.4 15.6 19.1
B to C N/A 9.1 16.2 24.1
D to C N/A N/A N/A N/A
E to C N/A 5.4 13.2 15.0

Fig. 10. Histograms of voxel displacement, produced by the viscous-fluid transform, relative to the rigid bony alignment
for patient 1 experiments.
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rounding structures were deformed by the fluid-landmark
registration to match the structures of interest.

The need to provide the volumetric viscous-fluid algo-
rithm with good initial conditions is illustrated in Fig. 13.
This figure shows the result of transforming study C to
study B for patient 3, as viewed at the midsagittal plane,
as a function of time. The black arrows show that the
study C uterine fundus (here taken to be the template)
collapses into the endocervix of target study B, while the
anterior wall of the template uterus stretches to match the
study B fundus (white arrow). This result clearly dem-
onstrates that an apparently “good” match between initial
and final template binary masks can be achieved with an
anatomically nonsensical deformation process. Use of the
2D fluid-landmark algorithm successfully imposes phy-
sician-specified inexact constraints on the subsequent 3D

deformation process. Such nonsensical deformation mod-
els can be easily identified by examining the deformed
3D grids. These grids indicate that patients 1 and 2
(excluding patient 2’s bladder) do not need more refined
initial conditions to be specified.

DISCUSSION

We have applied a novel image-registration technology,
the viscous-fluid transformation method, to the challenging
problem of registering serial-imaging studies characterizing
a patient’s anatomy during a 6–7-week course of definitive
radiotherapy for locally advanced cervix cancer. Because
our method simulates soft-tissue deformation as a viscous-
fluid flow problem, it can accommodate large-scale tissue

Fig. 11. Histograms of voxel displacement, produced by the viscous-fluid transform, relative to the rigid bony alignment
for patient 2 experiments.
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deformations. It is therefore a significant improvement over
the rigid affine transformation model and the linear elastic
deformable anatomy approach. To our knowledge, our work
is the first effort to apply the viscous-fluid transformation
approach to soft-tissue structures outside the brain. The
pelvis is a much more challenging application because of (a)
lower soft-tissue contrast and more indistinct anatomic bor-
ders, (b) significantly more variation of signal intensity
within anatomic structures and from study-to-study, and (c)
much larger variations in organ shape and relative location.
We have produced plausible voxel-to-voxel registrations in
the face of even massive distortion and rearrangement of
soft-tissue following intracavitary applicator insertion and
removal.

Our work is the first to use deformable anatomy image-
registration techniques to transform serial pelvic CT

studies obtained with and without intracavitary applicator
systems in place into a single anatomically consistent
frame of reference. This allows the deformed dose dis-
tributions to be summed in registration with the under-
lying anatomy. In so doing, we have quantitatively esti-
mated the magnitude of localized tissue deformation and
displacement associated with intracavitary brachyther-
apy. Relative to the best rigid alignment of serial-imaging
studies, individual tissue voxel displacement averages 3
to 20 mm and can be as large as 60 mm. Given the large
dose gradients (8 –15%/mm) characteristic of intracavi-
tary brachytherapy, cumulative organ doses evaluated
using conventional affine image registration would likely
be highly inaccurate. Thus, development and validation
of deformable image registration techniques are essential
to the integration of 3D imaging into the planning and

Fig. 12. Histograms of voxel displacement, produced by the viscous-fluid transform, relative to the rigid bony alignment
for patient 3 experiments. Study D was missing for patient 3; therefore, there is no histogram for D to C.
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evaluation of any course of therapy combining multiple
intracavitary insertions with external-beam radiotherapy.
These problems are especially severe for our treatment
technique (3, 26), which relies heavily on highly nonuni-
form external beam dose distributions produced by mul-
tiple-layer midline blocks. An important extension of this
work will be to use the viscous-fluid transformations to
compute the cumulative dose distributions for each pa-
tient in the reference frame of study C. A dose distribu-
tion associated with each CT study will be mapped to the
coordinate system of study C and summed, yielding the
estimated cumulative dose distribution in one-to-one cor-
respondence with the underlying anatomy. Assuming that
this distribution is the most accurate representation avail-
able of the dose distribution actually delivered to the
patient, the accuracy of the expected dose distribution,
calculated without the benefit of 3D imaging, or that
derived from rigidly registered CT images, can be retro-
spectively evaluated. It is hoped that use of this method
will yield better-defined dose-volume-response relation-
ships and will provide the basis for improving patient
outcome through physical optimization of the dose dis-
tribution.

Although the viscous-fluid transformation model
tracks pelvic soft-tissue deformation in a plausible fash-
ion, it is in an early stage of development and has several
limitations. Specifically, the viscous-fluid model deforms
the anatomy from one CT volume to another based purely
on its mathematical properties, and does not attempt to
accurately model the true biomechanical properties of the

pelvic structures. As such, there was no attempt made to
pick parameters that have any physical meaning. In ad-
dition, the entire pelvic anatomy was modeled using the
same parameters, with no distinction between different
types of structures or biologic tissue. Thus, there is no
guarantee that andxW and hW iC(xW) describe the same voxel of
biologic tissue wheni Þ C. To improve the physical
accuracy of our transformations, we plan to include ad-
ditional a priori information into the registration model
to give more physically accurate registrations. Both outer
and inner boundaries of structures will be included in the
model, allowing different continuum mechanical models
to deform the inner and outer surfaces of structures. This
will allow mass gains and losses to be constrained to the
interiors of the bladder, rectum, and vagina. Boundary
conditions will be included to allow adjacent structures to
separate from one another and to allow structures to slip
and slide against one another’s surfaces. This should
overcome the limitation of needing multiple transforma-
tions, such as in the case of patient 3, when the uterus and
bladder separated from one another from one time in-
stance to another. Finally, the current procedure requires
manual placement of landmarks. Not only is this a time-
consuming step, but it also introduces another source of
error. In the future, we plan to investigate automatic
methods for generating initial conditions, such as using a
linear elastic registration model (23). Finally, physical
verification of matching accuracy, as evaluated in de-
formable phantoms and animal subjects, is an important
future activity.

Fig. 13. Example of a failed 3D fluid transformation from patient 3 study C to study B when fluid-landmark initialization
was not used. The panels show the midsagittal slice from the fluidly deforming template at (a) 0, (b) 50, (c) 100, (d)
200, (e) 300, (f) 400, and (g) 1,000 iterations. The midsagittal slice from the target data set is shown in panel (h). The
black arrowheads show where the uterus was incorrectly compressed, and the white arrowheads show where the uterus
was incorrectly expanded to match the target data set.
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CONCLUSION

Patient soft-tissue structures undergo large deforma-
tions and displacements during the external beam, mul-
tiple ICT course of radiotherapy typically prescribed for
locally advanced cervix cancer. These changes cannot be
modeled by the conventional rigid-landmark transforma-
tion method. We have described a novel method, the
viscous-fluid transformation method, which accommo-
dates local deformation and displacement of soft-tissue
structures, based upon continuum-mechanics models of
the deformation process. This method produces anatom-

ically plausible 3D registrations between imaging studies
with and without intracavitary applicators in place, or
between studies documenting different insertions in the
same patient. Despite the limitations of its current imple-
mentation, the viscous-fluid transformation method is a
promising solution to what heretofore has been regarded
as an almost intractable image registration problem. The
viscous-fluid transformation method may allow rigorous
integration of CT and MR imaging into the planning and
evaluation combined intracavitary brachytherapy and ex-
ternal-beam therapy, of gynecological malignancies.

APPENDIX A

Summary of the fluid-landmark registration algorithm
The complete description of the fluid-landmark image-

registration algorithm can be found in Joshi and Miller (28)
and is summarized here.

The fluid-landmark transformationxW 5 fW ij (yW,1) for xW,yW
[ V that transforms the coordinate system ofTi(yW) into that
of Tj(xW) is estimated using the flowing procedure. The
boundary conditions offW ij (yW,t) enforce the landmark tra-
jectories, to have the boundary conditionsF(0) 5 [yW1, yW2,
..., yWN] †. Equation 8, restated in terms of theN landmark
trajectoriesF, is given by

C~F! 5 E
0

1

F
.

†~t! K21~F~t!!F
.

~t!dt

1 O
n51

N

bnixWn 2 fW ij~yWn,1!i2 (11)

whereḞ(t) is the time derivative ofF(t) andK21(F[t]) is a
3N 3 3N matrix that defines the spatial correlation between

theN landmark trajectories as a function of time. The form
of K(F[t]) depends on the differential operatorL used in Eq.
8. In the present case,L 5 diag(2¹W 2 1 C) implies that the
nmth 3 3 3 sub-block ofK(F[t]) has the form (K(F(t)))nm

5 k(fW ij (yWn,t),fW kj(yWm,t)), where k~xW,yW!

5
2

Îc~2p!
e2Îc i xW 2 yWi2

and I is the 33 3 identity matrix.

The functionk~xW,yW! 5
2

Îc~2p!
e2Îci xW 2 yWi2

provides larger

correlation between landmark trajectories that are close
together in space at a fixed timet than trajectories that are
farther apart in space. Once the landmark trajectoriesF̂(t)
that minimize Eq. 11 are determined, they are used to
determine the Lagrangian transformationfW ij (yW,1) for all yW
[ V using Eq. 7 and

vW ij~xW,t! 5 O
n51

N

K~fW ij~yWn,t!,xW! O
m51

N

~K21~F~t!!!nmfW ij~yWm,t!

(12)
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